Fixed order neural networks (FONN), such as high order neural network (HONN), in which its architecture is developed from zero order of activation function and joint weight, regulates only the number of weight and their value. As a result, this network only produces a fixed order model or control level. These obstacles, which affect preceeding architectures, have been performing finite ability to adapt uncertainty character of real world plant, such as driving dynamics and its desired control performance. This paper introduces a new concept of neural network neuron. In this matter, exploiting discrete z-function builds new neuron activation. Instead of zero order joint weight matrices, the discrete z-function weight matrix will be provided to realize uncertainty or undetermined real word plant and desired adaptive control system that their order has probably been changing. Instead of using bias, an initial condition value is developed. Neural networks using new neurons is called Varied Order Neural Network (VONN). For optimization process, updating order, coefficient and initial value of node activation function uses GA; while updating joint weight, it applies both back propagation (combined LSE-gauss Newton) and NPSO. To estimate the number of hidden layer, constructive back propagation (CBP) was also applied.
Introduction
Most researchers develop a real world model and its control system uses a fixed order mathematical equation. If a dynamics model can be assumed, a differential equation and a difference equation can be exploited. The architecture of a differential and FONN that works in time domain is designed from high polynomial such as High Order Neural Network (HONN), [29] [30] [31] [32] has finite ability to identify uncertainty dynamics plant, because it can only regulate their number of polynomial order but does not have the capability to change the order of different equations in each neuron activation function. Still, it has the worst, which can be generally explained as follows: Firstly, the difficulty to identify the dynamics of the driving condition which always changes its structure's order and parameter over time. Secondly, the adaptation of the change of TODS order certainly cannot be reckoned by five precious former integrated control systems. It causes over fitting when network is constructed from too many hidden node layers and loss generality when it is smaller. Therefore, this paper introduces an integration control based on Varied Order Neural Network (VONN), which its order can adapt the change of TODS order by reducing the number of hidden layer nodes and decreasing the computational works. To eliminate the error of the neural network model, it requires two methods. Firstly, it is the optimization of the structure such as the adaptation the order changes of the activation function and number of hidden layers. Secondly, it is the optimization of the activation functions, coefficient and joint weight. So, this paper introduces a frequency domain neural network by means of its activation function that results from discrete difference equations and is called Varied Order Neural Network (VONN). The proposed neural network can adapt the uncertainty structure by means of adding and reducing the order of its neuron and updating its parameter such as its activation function coefficient, weight and bias. The performance of VONN integration control results in smaller yaw rate error, smaller Vehicle Side Slip error, smaller Roll Angle error, which cannot be performed by five precious former integration control methods. 26 This paper will be arranged in the following sequence. The first section reviews the finite ability of time domain integrated controller, such as MDFC-ABC as Fixed Order Neural Network (FONN). The second section will explain a methodology on how to design a Varied Order Neural Network (VONN) and its two learning processes, based on derivative and free derivative. The third section conducts the simulation. The fourth section consists the discussion and the last section is the conclusion.
Zerro Order Based Neuron
Let us review that the commonly structure of FONN is built from neurons within each layer. All neurons within every layer have zero order activation function, such as sigmoid, ramp, step, gauss, etc. To join a neuron within a layer to all neurons within other layers, a neural network applies a scalar value of joint weight. FONN family are: MLP, MLN, Locally Recurrent NN, HONN, FDNN, ADALIN, etc.
An output of the feed forward neuron can be expressed Eq. (1) .
An output of the recurrent neuron can be formulated as Eq. (2) .
F j is zero order neuron activation function, that can be defined by Eqs. (3) to (7) .
Step activation function:
Ramp activation function:
Sigmoid non polar activation function:
Sigmoid bipolar activation function:
Gauss activation function:
3. Proposed Z-Function Based Neuron
Real word representation
A real world is defined as a changeable order of space dynamics system, which consists many varied orders of subspace-dynamics. Varied subspace-dynamic's commonly can be expressed by varied order of ordinary differential equations or ordinary difference equations, 27, 28 which are shown in Eqs. (8) and (9) .
Varied ordinary differential equation for continuous subspace-dynamic can be expressed as follows:
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or simplified as Eq. (8) .
Varied ordinary difference equation for discrete subspace-dynamic can also be expressed as follows:
or simplified as Eq. (9).
where
is the coefficient to vary the order of the gain function (G) and integrator (D) of the initial condition.
The above equation is the initial condition of each order within both input and output.
If G is defined as a gain at jth subspace-dynamic system within the second layer and input as a first layer
, then the subspace dynamics can be expressed as Eq. (10) .
Recalling the definition, the real world is represented as a space dynamics system containing the first subspace-dynamics. If j is the number of second layer subspacedynamics, the kth real word dynamics can be expressed as follows:
If j is the number of second subspace-dynamics, k is the number of 3rd subspacedynamics, n is the number of mnd subspace-dynamics, so Eq. (4) can be written as Eq. (12):
Proposed real word model
The activation function of a neural network plays a significant role to reduce error in the design of neural network used for identification, control, function approximation, classification, etc. While all former FONN activation function such as logsig, hardlim, poslin, purelin, tansig, etc., are built from zero order differential equations, 4 the proposed neural network, that its order can be changed over time, is developed from the neuron based on an adaptive subspace-dynamics system. The gain G j(Z,α) within Eq. (3) is replaced by P j(Z) and weight column w ji(Z) is inserted to the sum of input so it can be expressed as Eq. (13).
If Eq. (6) is manipulated by inserting a fixed differentiator D j(Z) and fixed integrator 1/D j(Z) to be
where 
Based on the requirement of computational work, Eq. (7) is applied to develop the activation function of every neuron ( Fig. 1) for hidden neuron layer. Figure 2 shows an activation function neuron for output layer. The output of feed forward hidden neuron can be calculated according to formula (15) :
where X k(nT ) is input value in discrete time; Y q(nT ) is output value at discrete time; C q(nT ) is initial condition value at discrete time; L is discrete transformation operator and L −1 is discrete inverse transformation operator.
The output of the recurrent hidden neuron can be calculated according to formula (16) : The output of neuron in output layer can be derived to formula (17) :
The output of recurrent output neuron can be calculated according to formula (18) :
Each neuron represents a subspace-dynamic model, in which all neurons in every layer build an adaptive space dynamic model called Varied Neural Network (VONN), as shown in Fig. 3 . If neural network consists of 3 layers, the output of Lnd neuron within 3rd layer can be expressed as Eq. (19)
Learning Process
For designing of a neural network, it uses the integrated process of optimization and update parameter among GA, LSE-GN and NPSO, which can be arranged as a flow chart in Fig. 4 . The optimization process is done to adjust the coefficient (order) of activation functions and initial condition; it uses GA. The optimization of the number of hidden layer uses Constructive Back Propagation (CBP). To update the joint weight, it applies both derivative based while the free derivative based learning process. The derivative based optimization applies LSE-BP while the free derivative based optimization uses New PSO. The explanation of GA optimization, LSE-BP learning and PSO are viewed in later sections.
Initialization
One should randomly choose the number of hidden and output node, coefficient (order) and initial condition order. Also, choose the joint weight matrix value 
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randomly in which its matrix size is the same as PSO parameter, learning rate value and momentum value and initialization of error threshold value.
Coefficient and initial condition optimization by GA
The optimization of FONN and VONN architecture concerns the selection of hidden neuron layer order, output neuron layer order, and initial condition for all neurons. There are 6 items which should be structured in 6-bit groups or sub-chromosomes. Figures 5 and 6 are shown the bit arrangement of the sub-chromosome and its normalization to optimized parameter values. We divide the chromosome into six sub-chromosomes as shown in both figures to be viewed as follows: the first subchromosome contains the value of nominator coefficient hidden neuron layer, the second sub-chromosome contains the value of denominator coefficient hidden neuron layer, the third consists the value of nominator coefficient output neuron layer, and the fourth to be sub-chromosome involves the value of denominator coefficient output neuron layer. The fifth sub-chromosome represents the value of hidden neuron layer initial condition, while the sixth is the value of the output neuron layer initial condition. The component of the coefficient vector and initial condition are built from 3 bits. The vector is designed in several sizes; nominator coefficient and initial condition are provided -3 × 5 = 15 bits -and denominator coefficient, 3 × 9 = 27 bits.
The vector component value of all numerators, denominators and initial conditions are filled within 3 binary bits, which are decoded into decimal [−3 : 4] , as shown in Table 1 . 
Denominator hidden layer coefficient
The 27 bits of the second sub-chromosome are assigned to the binary bits for the selection of 9 values of hidden layer neuron denominator coefficients. The 27 bits are decoded into 9 decimal formats. The 9 decimals value obtained is normalized into [−3 : 4] and then rounded off. The normalized integer value is given as the value of the hidden layer neuron denominator component vector.
Nominator output layer coefficient
The 15 bits of the third sub-chromosome are assigned to the binary bits for the selection of the 5 values of output neuron nominator coefficients. The 15 bits are decoded into 5 decimal value formats. The decimal value obtained is normalized into [1 : 8] and then rounded off. The normalized integer value is given as the number of HL neuron nominator order.
Denominator output layer coefficient
The 27 bits of the fourth sub-chromosome are assigned to the binary bits for the selection of the 9 values of output neuron denominator order. The 27 bits are divided by the value obtained such as the value of the output neuron denominator coefficient. Each 3 bits structure is decoded into a decimal. The decimal value obtained is normalized into [−3 : 4] and then rounded off.
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Hidden layer neuron initial condition
The 15 bits are assigned to the binary bits for the selection of the value of hidden neuron layer initial condition. The 15 bits are divided by the value obtained, such as the value of the hidden layer neuron initial condition. Each 3-bit structure is decoded into a decimal. The decimal value obtained is normalized into [−3 : 4] and then rounded off.
Output layer neuron initial condition
The remaining 15 bits are assigned to the binary bits for the selection of the value of the output neuron initial condition. The remaining bits are divided by the value obtained, such as the value of the output neuron initial condition. Each 3-bit structure is decoded into a decimal. The decimal value obtained is normalized into [−3 : 4] and the rounded off.
For example: 3rd order nominator coefficient: 000000010011111 (15 bits) 7th order denominator coefficient: 000000000101010010000010011 (27 bits) Then the transfer function's node can be displayed:
If its initial condition: 000000000010001 (15 bits) then the neuron function can be written:
We create a population of chromosomes for a network, where each chromosome is a binary vector of bits. All bits for each chromosome are initialized randomly.
Joint weight updating
Learning process based on derivative
Learning process based derivative requires error object function in order to update the joint weight matrix based on discrete error output. The scheme to get error can be seen in Fig. 7 .
Therefore, a network works in a frequency domain (transform domain) in order to update the parameters, square error measure all the output nodes (L) and data, is defined as formula (20) . 
Forward learning (LSE)
If the data in every sampling time (T ) listed in Table 2 can be characterized, a frequency domain based equation can be created to built a neuron activation function.
For the first data, the relationship between inputs and outputs can be developed as follows:
If the equation is transformed in discrete, then, we get: 
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or all data can be formulated like Eq. (21):
A matrix equation mode can be developed whose left side is an output vector, right side is an unknown gain vector and matrix of input sum. This equation can be seen below:
or it can be expressed as Eq. (8) for all neuron output:
If Eq. (8) is substituted to Eq. (6), we get an error square like Eq. (23) for linear function.
Then, updating general parameter in epoch (m) for all (n) entry data will be formulated as derivative based optimization as Eq. (24) .
Then, the weight can be formulated like Eq. (25) based on the derivative of error square to parameter 5 :
where Q is "forgetting factor" matrix λ (0 : 1)
is the joint weight matrix
is the output matrix
is the sum inputs square matrix Global weight updating means the learning is processed to find a weight matrix for every layer. A real world can be assumed as a sum of discrete transform function and should be expressed as Eq. (26).
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The next error vector for all data n epoch mth, whose values are influenced by former parameter (W m−1 ) can be defined by Eq. (27) .
Square error measures all output nodes (L) for all data. The same formula as Eq. (6) -its gradient descent in mth epoch -can be formulated according to Eq. (28).
where J is Jacobean matrix of error vector, the Hessian matrix of overall measure error 5 will be:
High order of S = [e m(z) · (∂ 2 e m(z) /∂w, ∂w T )] approaches 0 Causing the change of parameter based on Gauss-Newton (GN) should generally be described as: 
GM updates new general parameter (epoch m) can be found from the change of general parameter and the effect of Learning Rate η, and is expressed as Eq. (31). 
The change of weight, joint node L in output layer to node q in hidden layer (2nd layer), is defined and formulated as Eq. (35).
Signal Error in 2nd layer (hidden layer), has node q, can be formulated as Eqs. (36) and (37).
If q is the optimized number of hidden nodes, the similarity can be formulated for its signal error as Eq. (38).
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The weighted factor, which joint node q in hidden layer to node k in input layer, can be calculated by formula 39.
Then, after computational calculation, we get the parameter matrix:
We can predict that the vector components of parameters such as: activation function coefficients, initial value and joint weights which can be either a rational or complex number, causes s = a + ib. It means that if the parameter changes, the possibility to change the order of neural network adds to its order or reduces it (see Eq. (40)).
and
where Y (z) is discrete vector output; X (z) is discrete vector input; G (z) is frequency domain of neural network gain; F (z) is frequency domain of neuron gain; W (z) is frequency domain of joint weight.
New particle swarm optimization (NPSO)
The original PSO previously described is basically applied to the continuous optimization problem. However, lots of practical engineering problems are formulated as combined optimization solving. In order to find optimized parameter FDNN, we use a discrete binary version of PSO for these problems. 24 We develop a model wherein the probability of a particle's deciding yes or no, true or false, or making some other decision, is a function of personal and social factors as Eq. (41).
• P (α id(t) = 1) is the probability that individual i will choose 1 for the bit at the d i site on the bit string • α id(t) is the current state of the bit string site d of individual i • t means the current time step, and (t · 1) is the previous step • v id(t−1) is a measure of the individual's predisposition or current probability of deciding 1 • q id is the worst state found so far; for example, it is 1 if the individual's best success occurred when α id was 1 and 0 if it was 0 • h d is the neighborhood worst, again 1 if the worst result attained by any member of the neighborhood, it was in the 1 state and 0 otherwise.
Both continuous and discrete (binary) PSO have been used successfully in many optimization problems, 21, 22 including the famous traveling salesperson problem. In our personal experience, we know that an individual not only learns from his or her own and other individuals' previous best but also learns from his or her own and other individuals' mistakes. The idea of NPSO is based on this social behavior.
20
Each particle tries to leave its previous worst position and its group's previous worst position.
Individual previous worst is:
Global previous worst is:
Representing a particle's previous worst, and the index of the worst in the whole group is g, and the position change is represented as follows:
Equation (42) adopted here is similar to those of PSO for the change of next parameter's component value is:
And the changes of the next component parameter value are:
New positions of each component parameter vector will be expressed as Eq. (43).
New positions of parameter to get new generation will be as Eq. (44).
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c 1 and c 2 are positive constants, rand 1( ) and rand 2( ) have the same meaning as in PSO. Binary NPSO is similar to its binary PSO counterpart. The key difference is the reference particle and the records to remember.
Application in Vehicle Control
Stability of vehicle direction depends on three aspects, namely, vehicle dynamics, the environment around it and the driving character of the driver. The use of proposed VONN is for controlling of the vehicle stability direction to adapt to the uncertainty environment and driver character (TODS). VONN can perform the desired vehicle direction that can ensure the driver and vehicle are both safe and comfortable.
TODS plant identification
TODS plant covers the uncertainty of driver character, environment and vehicle dynamics equipped with electronic stability program (ESP), electronic four wheel steering (4 WS) and electronic active air suspension (AS).
Uncertainty driver character
Drivers were varied in three levels classified into beginner, intermediate and master. The variation requires 10 housewives, 10 taxi drivers and 10 racers representing beginners, intermediates and masters.
Uncertainty environment
The correctly chosen maneuvers, the standard of J-Turning, Skyhook and STurning 7 were varied to three kind of wheel-ground friction covering gravel, smooth asphalt and ribbed asphalt. Each standard maneuver was started by both right initial turning and left initial turning.
Uncertainty vehicle dynamics
The vehicle dynamic model cannot be defined by both fixed differential and difference equation because its order not only changes, but also its parameter values are unpredictable. This changeable order of differential equation and its parameter provides an unknown practicality or general solution function and uncertainty parameter value. Independent variable which consists of 3 dimension vector inputs such as direct yaw moment (T ESP ) are measured from ESP actuator, rolling angle moment (M AS ) are detected from active suspension actuator, rear steer angle (δ r ) is measured from rear steering actuator. A dependent variable which consist of also 3 dimension output vectors such as the vehicle yaw rate voltage (YR) is detected from yaw-rate sensor ESP, vehicle side slip (VSS) is detected from lateral acceleration sensor 4WS, body rolling angle (RA) are measured from body level sensor AS. Figure 8 illustrates the input output variable.
Driver-vehicle-environment interactions
Three-in-one dynamics system (TODS) is addressed first to identify the driving condition by mean interaction among driver, environment and vehicle equipped by the sub-control system such as ESP, 4WS and AS ECU. In this research for measuring of TODS, data must not be addressed to the driver and environment but can be represented by an actuator and the sensor of the vehicle during driving. TODS data will be generated by variation of driver levels and environment conditions shown at Fig. 9 . A driving condition is defined as running the car in whichever maneuver is chosen, that is varied into three kind of wheel ground friction. It can be expressed as follows:
where i = Environment condition; j = Level of drivers; c = Initial turning direction; 1 = to right; 2 = to left Table 3 illustrates how TODS data should correctly be varied. Each driver from the 30 drivers should drive test all maneuvers and wheel ground friction at least 5 times, with the computer recording 1000 data for every test. C are the drive test variation.
Integrated vehicle control design
To design integrated control we exploit the adaptive back propagation control (ABC). ABC is developed from NNP to identify plant, and NNC to control updated NNP based on reference value. NNC is the inverted of updated NNP. Because of complexity of TODS, we build both NNP and NNC based on MLN-VONN. Figure 10 is the expression of the ABC scheme with black arrows as the forward flow of control process and red arrow symbolizing back propagation learning to update joint weight or synapse, and optimization the structure, by GA.
Neural network plant design
It uses three layer networks structure (MLN) with (k = 3) input neuron, (q) hidden layer node and (L = 3) output neuron for each layer as illustrated in Fig. 11 . The output of neural network uses Eq. (11). 
Neural network controller design
It uses three layer networks structure (MLN) with (L = 3) input neuron, (h) hidden layer node and (k = 3) output neuron for each layer as illustrated in Fig. 11 . The output of neural network uses Eq. (12).
Simulation
TODS vehicle real time data
Data for training is to be taken from six dimensions signal of TODS, 26 which 2000, 4000, 6000, 8000 TODS real time data are realized by test driving a vehicle-like ( Fig. 13 ) which is equipped with electronics stability program (ESP), four wheel steering (4 WS) and active suspension (AS), which covers 3 dimensions output vector (YR from yaw-rate sensor, VSS from lateral acceleration sensor, RA from body level sensor) and 3 dimensions input vector (T DYC from ESP actuator, δr from rear steering actuator, M As from suspension actuator). The PCI card was used to transfer data from the network for collecting input (sensors) and output (actuators) of each ECU, namely ECU-ESP for YR and T DYC ECU-4WS for VSS and δ r , ECU-AS for RA and M AS .
Performance index (error threshold)
The performance index, which should be minimized by both of learning method LSE-BP and NPSO, can be formulated based on Eq. (20) as Eq. (45).
where E (m)z is convergence square error measure; L −1 is discrete transform inverse;
T is time constant and m is number of data or generation.
Control target (reference/fitness value)
The reference vehicle variable vector is defined as Eq. (46).
where V s = Vehicle Speed (m/sec); δ f = Front Steering Angle (radian); l f = Distance COG to front axle (m) and l r = Distance COG to rear axle (m). Reference variables should be input to neural network control and are defined to get their desired vehicle state value, which affects the stability of the vehicle and convenience of its passenger.
3 After their architecture neural network plant and neural network controller are fixed and all parameter have finished updating, then the actual control output such as the actual yaw rate (YR a ), actual vehicle side slip (VSS a ) and actual rolling angle (RA a ) should be compared with reference to get their error square in the discrete transform defined as Eqs. (47) to (50). Error Yaw-Rate (∆Y R)
Error Vehicle Side Slip (∆V SS)
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Error Rolling Angle (∆RA)
Error measure can be a discrete transfer function, which should be transfers inverse to time domain and substitute the time constant in it to get error value or performance index.
An example: Sampling time (T) is 0.003 sec; Number of generation or data (m) is 1000; When an error in a certain test or epoch is found:
Then PI can be calculated using Eq. (23): 
Setting parameter
Choosing the initial value for neural networks, such as learning rate, momentum, number of hidden layer node, number of node's order, joint weights, number of random particles, positive constants and random numbers, are very significant to reduce computational load in order to produce smallest error convergence quickly in learning processes. The performance index threshold is set up in three steps: 10 −2 , 10 −4 , 10 −5 , 10 −6 , in which are completely simulated into FONN and VONN. In order to simulate the integrated process of neural network learning, data of TODS is used, which are divided in four steps: 2000, 4000, 6000 and 8000. The simulation data are segmented in four steps: 2000, 4000, 6000 and 8000, because when we fill the initial values as follows: learning rate 0.09; 0.15; 0.2, momentums are constantly 0.5, number of hidden layers node 4; 6; 8, initial order of each neuron is 2 for hidden layer and 1 for output layer. Jointed weights randomly [−1:1], number of random particle 500; 1000; 1500; 2000, positive constant c1 = c2 = 2.0, rand 1() is constantly 0.19, rand 2() is also constantly 0.6.
Simulation result
After running, the virtual large computational calculation of using both FONN and VONN to control vehicle movement stability under collecting data of TODS, the simulation result can be expressed as Table 4 (for performance of FONN) and Table 5 (for performance of VONN). The number of hidden layer node listed below is optimized by CBP. In the FONN table, the number of parameters mean the total number of hidden and output weight, while the VONN table shows that the number of parameter means the totally number of hidden and output weight are also coefficient of the neuron discrete transfer function. The number of parameters used as dimension of PSO, by means of the VONN dimension is greater than the FONN dimension, which depends on the number of neuron order. The population of parameters explain the number of random particle. Every generation (PSO) or epoch (BP) needs a data set, which was provided and every test needs a generation set (PSO) or a epoch set (BP). The result of simulation in the form of performance index show that in general, VONN are smaller (better) than FONN, under maintain the computational load to be lower, which are represented by the number optimization result of hidden node layer.
Discussion
FONN cannot perform better than VONN especially if the real world starts to change its order. It can only estimate its output function that is close to the general solution of the fixed space dynamics (general solution of fixed order deference equation).
VONN, proposed NN, if the joint weight matrix consists of discrete function gain G (z) , in which can have two, three or more orders, these condition can change the order of general network, by means of the update weight interact with the neuron discrete transfer function. If the order of denominator of joint weight is greater than its nominator, then it can reduce the number of neuron order. The number of neuron order will be greater if the order of joint weight nominator is greater than its denominator.
Conversely, the change of neuron order is significant, in order to adapt the uncertainty real word plant and its control behavior needs than only by changing the polynomial order such as FONN or called high order threshold logic unit (HOTLU).
The result of the simulation shows that the controlled stability parameter using VONN such as yaw rate error, vehicle side slip error, rolling angle error are smaller than those using HONN. This effort can also make the performance index smaller, which is reached 7. of the architecture shows that VONN can eliminate 7 hidden nodes than FONN, as their error converges for the 8000 TODS data.
Conclusion
Based on the result of simulation, it can be concluded that FDNN improves accuracy significantly and is more simple than HONN, which can be viewed as follows:
-Its performance index is smaller by mean generality and the fitting are very good because of the adaptation ability of its frequency domain joint weight. -The optimization of architecture, by means of reducing of the number of hidden layer node, which is related to simplifying the computational load
The FDNN can be developed further in the future to adaptively generate the uncertainty nonlinear function of plant, control and filtering. 
Appendix: Example of Simulations
